Live amazon Life in style

LOCATION

Cotococha Amazon Lodge is located 200 km
(125 miles) southeast of Quito, and can be
reached in an amazing 5 hour drive from Ecuador’s capital or a 4
hour drive from the town of Baños. The surrounding area forms part
of the Upper Amazon Basin, known as one of the most biologically diverse regions in the world and characterized by small Quichua
communities and abundant vegetation.

COMMITMENT

Besides a complete client satisfaction, Cotococha Amazon Lodge is
fully aware of its responsibility towards the vulnerable Amazon region. We are constantly working on sustainable projects in order to
conserve this important area. With your visit to Cotococha Amazon
Lodge you contribute to maintain the rainforest and help local communities increase their quality of life. Moreover, Cotococha Amazon
lodge is one of the first Amazon lodges certified by Smart Voyager.
Additionally we have established an agreement with Rainforest Alliance to support Best Management Practices in Sustainable Tourism
since July 7th 2006.

MISION

FACILITIES

Beautifully located along the Napo River, Cotococha Amazon lodge offers 21 spacious bungalows, built in harmony
with the surrounding rainforest. All bungalows are equipped with en-suite facilities and a private veranda or balcony. Our cozy lounge with fireplace offers comfortable
seats to read or share your travel experiences with other
guests. A great mixture of local & international food is served at the dining area.

TOURS

Cotococha Amazon Lodge offers you a great variety of packages starting from a 2 night stay.
All tours are accompanied by professional native guides. Among the excursions offered from
our lodge we have jungle hikes, canoe rides,
night walks, cascade visits, river tubing, cave
tours, community visits, animal rescue center
visits, butterfly farm visits among others. For
those who are in search for more adrenaline we
offer great rafting or kayaking trips up to level
V, an adventurous cascade hike or other more
demanding jungle hikes.

ANDES &
AMAZON
TOUR

The new ‘must-see’ of Ecuador!
Besides colonial Quito, the Otavalo market and the Galapagos Islands, an Andes & Amazon excursion is the perfect add-on to create a
complete impression of the cultural and natural diversity of Ecuador.
Three exclusive hotel properties have joined forces to set up this innovative and exciting new route. All hotels have been certified by
Smart Voyager and work in cooperation with Rainforest Alliance, assuring the highest standards of hospitality, safety and above all sustainability of our fragile eco-systems.
This 4, 5 or 6 night tour takes you through the Andes, cloud forests, Amazon jungle, subtropical Baños and the Cotopaxi volcano.
Adventure seekers have great possibilities for active excursions such
as hikes, mountain bike tours, rafting trips or horseback rides. Those
looking for a more relaxing trip can enjoy the outstanding Spa’s,
amazing canoe rides, tranquilizing jungle sounds and breathtaking
volcano views.
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